Intricacy

Curated by noted architect and theorist
Greg Lynn, Intricacy gathers work by
artists, designers, and architects that
reflects
an
emerging
sensibility
characterized
by
highly
complex
compositions of an almost organic
intricacy with macroscopic holism,
coherence, and synthesis, and microscopic
variation and diversity. Participants include
painter Fabian Marcaccio, sculptor Tom
Friedman, fashion designer Hussein
Chalayan, and architects Peter Eisenman
and Preston Scott Cohen.

intricacy pronunciation. How to say intricacy. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English. Learn more.The definition of
intricacy is the quality or state of being complex, or showing a strong attention to detail. The subtle and perfect details of
great lacework are anintricacy - WordReference English dictionary, questions, discussion and forums. All Free.Intricacy.
A game of competitive puzzle-design. By ruthlessly guarded secret arrangement, the councils agents can pick any lock
in the city. A secret guildDefinition of intricacy written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster
Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and13 synonyms of intricacy from the
Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 18 related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another word for intricacy.Define
intricacy. intricacy synonyms, intricacy pronunciation, intricacy translation, English dictionary definition of intricacy. n.
pl. intricacies 1. The condition orintricacy meaning, definition, what is intricacy: the state of containing a large number
o: Learn more.intricacy. [in-tri-kuh-see] See more synonyms on noun, plural in. intricate character or state. an intricate
part, action, etc: intricacies of the law.Meaning: state of being complex 1610s, an intricate situation or condition, from
intricate (adj.) + -cy. Related: Intricacies. See more definitions.French Translation of intricacy The official Collins
English-French Dictionary online. Over 100000 French translations of English words and phrases.intricacy (countable
and uncountable, plural intricacies). The state or the intricacy of a knot: the intricacy of accounts: the intricacy of a
cause in controversy.: the quality or state of being complex or having many parts : the quality or state of being intricate. :
something that is complex or detailed : something intricate. German-English Dictionary: Translation for intricacy.
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